Magic, faith, and healing/studies in primitive psychiatry today. Ari Kiev, (Editor): Free Press of Glencoe. In Canada, Collier-Macmillan, Galt, Onto pp. xvii, (1-2), 3-475. $8.80 . This book is a collection of essays on 'magic, faith and healing' and on 'primitive psychiatry'. Dr. Kiev has collected a somewhat representative number of papers and the book will be informative to general readers, although it is rather patchy, particularly in geographical balance. There are six chapters on Africa, five on American Indians and one each on Alaska, India, Borneo, Australia, Turkey and Israel. In addition there are two chapters of a general nature by Dr. Kiev which are well-organized, accurately documented and informative.
Some of the essays are rather superficial and loosely tied together: others are searching, full of facts and accurate. Such patchiness is generally the case in an edited work and this reviewer believes that an Editor should not be criticized for it. Some of the most widely-known authors will produce the most simpleminded and poorly-written work, perhaps because they lack a scholarly approach to technical writing. Such authors survive in the professional literature and are able to get their material published for other reasons than a detailed, well-organized knowledge, written down in a lucid informative way. Several such authors can be picked out of the list in Kiev's book. Some of them seem to write about the same thing over and over again.
Throughout the book there is a confusion of what psychiatry is. It is surely "the treatment of (disorders of) the mind". Everything that is a bit odd or unusual seems to be considered 'abnormal' these days and thrown into the specialty of 'psychiatry', which is becoming somewhat of a wastepaper basket type of specialty, perhaps dealing with things it has no business dealing with. Many of the procedures, insights and concepts described in the book were introduced or developed by Dr. Schneck. As in all his other books, the author sets out a specific goal and keeps meticulously to it. This work is of particular importance because descriptions of patients are
